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mobile messaging provider

Don’t appoint a messaging 
partner (or switch to a new one) 
until you’ve read this guide

For businesses that provide SMS services & solutions
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Knowledge is power

Choosing the right mobile messaging solutions provider 
can be a tricky business.

But this guide can can lead you  through the decision-
making maze – helping you make the right decision for 
you and your business customers 

You might find it provides a great basis for an RFP 
(request for proposal) document.

Read our ebook: The future of mobile messaggingg to find out 
how AI, data analytics, and the emergence of new channels 
are transforming mobile messaging.
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How to use this guide 

Read this guide cover to cover, and you’ll be better 
equipped to make better decisions within 30 minutes.

If you’re time pressed or have a short attention span, 
treat this guide as a reference. The index of questions 
on pagge 13 gives you an overview. Then just flick 
through the guide to find answers to your most 
important questions.

In case you want to dive deeper at times, we’ve left links 
throughout the guide to relevant reading resources.

Quick disclaimer
The guide does get technical at times (but this is stuff  
you really need to know).

Quick promise
We keep things as short, sweet and easy to understand  
as possible.
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Who are we and why  
have we written this guide? 

We’re OpenMarket – a mobile messaging solutions 
provider that’s been helping businesses connect  
with their customers since 1999.

Some of the biggest enterprises on the planet, and 
the world’s leading messaging vendors, rely on our 
networks, close relationships with carriers, strategic 
advice and engineering expertise. We help them  
enjoy more empathetic interactions with their  
customers – at scale.
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Three important terms defined 

Mobile messaging has its fair share of jargon and 
acronyms. If you’re familiar with it all, feel free to skip  
this explainer section.

A2P messaging
When people send mobile messages to each 
other it’s known as P2P (person to person). When 
businesses or enterprises send messages to people 
it’s called A2P (not B2P or E2P as you’d expect). This 
is because Google Calendar came up with one of the 
first business use cases for messaging – free SMS 
reminders. The A2P (application to person) term stuck. 
Now we’re all lumbered with it.
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SMS aggregator
When a brand wants to send a text message to  
a customer, it has to send the message to that 
customer’s carrier (for example T-Mobile). Carriers 
don’t have the time and resources to help these 
brands, so aggregators handle the process.

Mobile messaging solutions provider
Some aggregators (like OpenMarket) do far more than 
“aggregate” messaging. They provide ways for brands 
to utilize messaging (whether SMS, MMS, RCS or OTT 
services like WhatsApp) in all sorts of situations. That’s 
why “mobile messaging solutions provider” is a more 
appropriate term to describe more evolved companies 
that started life as an SMS aggregator.

For a more detailed glossary of messaging terms, click here.

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/overview/glossary.htm?utm_medium=cross-promotion&utm_source=rfp-guide
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Look for real value

Remember, the cheapest messaging provider is 
never the right one. Providers with prices that seem 
too good to be true tend to send traffic along grey 
routes, which are fundamentally insecure. 

This leaves your content and your customers’ contact 
details exposed, liable to interception, and at risk of 
being doctored. What’s more, messages can endure 
long delays in transit. And as networks find new ways 
to shut grey routes down, there’s an increasing risk 
messages won’t be delivered at all.

Messages should only be sent through specific 
channels set up by carriers for businesses – ensuring 
fast, reliable and secure delivery.

Grey routes explained
Domestic mobile carriers have an agreement in place that 
allows overseas networks to pass messages into the country 
for a negligible cost.

This agreement ensures we can all use our mobile phones 
when travelling. However, it has also created a “grey route” 
loophole that is exploited by unscrupulous SMS aggregators.

It works like this: by sending a message from the UK to, say, 
Kenya, then back to the UK, an aggregator can reduce the 
cost of messaging to almost nothing. However this practice 
comes at a huge cost to messaging security and reliability. 

Section one
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The right service

Your business might need a combination of 
both developer access through an API and agile 
campaign-building services. You will need the  
help of a professional services team to design  
and build applications quickly. 

Also remember, the messaging landscape is 
being transformed by innovations such as new 
channels, data insights and AI-powered automated 
conversations. So critically ask yourself about the 
support and services you may need from a provider. 
It’ll help you choose the right one.

Section one
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Roles and resources 

Depending on the scale of your messaging operation, 
the following resources might be needed:

•  An SMS program/account manager: this person will 
be the business/product owner of the SMS program 
and primary point of contact for your provider.

•  A project manager: to coordinate internal teams and 
ensure on-time delivery.

•  Security analyst: to assess security and privacy risks.

•  Technical staff: to develop and manage your 
messaging implementation. This may be a mix  
of solution architects, software engineers, QA 
engineers, infrastructure engineers and web 
developers – depending on the size of the  
operation. (Always check that a provider can  
augment the technical staff you need.)

After implementation, technical and security staff 
might only need to be called upon for occasional code 
changes (for example, a carrier mandate that requires  
an API update).

Section one



Become an  
OpenMarket customer  
– then a partner. 
If you become an OpenMarket customer and send enough 
messages through our platform, you could be invited to 
become part of our Partner Program. This would give you 
access to a whole range of business benefits.

There are four pillars to the partner program: 

1.  Expand your sales capability 
Expand sales capabilities through access to training, 
best-practice guidance, and sales and marketing 
resources. Enabling partner success and growing 
revenue together are the program’s guiding principles.

2.  Reach more customers 
Partners have the opportunity of reaching more 
customers through referrals. The OM Partner Program 
team passes on leads when it can – especially if a 
potential client can benefit from a more specialized 
service offered by a partner.

3.  Create new revenue opportunities 
We and our partners can create new revenue 
opportunities together in many ways – from leveraging 
our library of customizable marketing campaign content, 
to teaming up to build demand-gen campaigns.

4.  Build your business 
Our team of experts work with partners to build account 
plans and develop mutually beneficial, long-term 
business opportunities.

The exact combination of benefits would be dependent on 
your business model, partner type and messaging output. 
But the goal is the same for every one of our individual 
partnerships: to grow and succeed together.

Check out our Partner Program

10 How to choose the right mobile messaging provider
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Geography 

Geography is another crucial factor in the decision-
making process. If one or more of your customers has a 
global audience, you’ll need a provider that can connect 
to carriers in all their target regions. And you might need 
local expertise to advise on how, when, where, and why  
to send messages. 

Time to ask questions 

Once you’re clear on the needs of your business  
and your customers, it’s time to put some questions  
to providers – informally or through an RFP (request  
for proposal) process.

Section one
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An index  
of questions

Here’s an index of questions for potential providers    
– split into five themes. You can use this index to 
navigate yourself through section three, where we 
detail the type of answers you should be looking for, 
and how to prompt providers for more information.

Section two
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Product

How do I connect to your platform? Pagge 16

Do you have a messaging workflow tool? If so, how does it work? Pagge 17

Can you describe your SMS API? Pagge 18

Can you describe your MMS API? Pagge 19

Can you describe your RCS API? Pagge 20

What drives your product roadmap? Pagge 20

What data insight and reporting capabilities do you offer? Pagge 21

Do you support alphanumeric sender IDs? Pagge 21

Can you help me register sender IDs? Pagge 22

Do you provide a service that reveals which mobile operator is in control  
of each of our customers’ numbers? Pagge 22

Do you support emojis? Pagge 22

Do you support concatenated messages? Pagge 22

Services and account management

How does your account management team work? Pagge 23

Do you maintain good carrier relationships and how does this benefit me? Pagge 25

What training do you provide? Pagge 26

Will calls be routed to a dedicated account team or will they enter a general  
pool of calls? Pagge 26

How can you help us understand and navigate the messaging regulatory 
environment? Pagge 26

Do you support Mobile Marketing Association and carrier guidelines? Pagge 26

Section two
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Technical implementation and support

What self-service support do you provide? Pagge 27

How do you handle global technicalities? Pagge 27

What customer service support is available? Pagge 27

What’s the typical timeline to implement your service? Pagge 28

Do you provide a testing environment? Pagge28

Do you guarantee SLAs for your SMS services? Pagge 28

What is your SLA for response to technical issues? Pagge 29

What is your escalation process for emergencies and outages? Pagge 29

What’s your approach to system monitoring and alerting? Pagge 29

Networks

Are you a truly global provider? Pagge 30

How do you connect to countries across the world? Pagge 30

Can you demonstrate your ability to handle large volumes of traffic? Pagge 30

How many messages do you send a month? Pagge 31

Do you provide delivery receipts? Pagge 31

Does your service include transmission in multiple languages? Pagge 31

What does your network architecture look like? Pagge 31

Section two
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Security

How do you contribute to security in the mobile messaging ecosystem? Pagge 32

What security frameworks do you adhere to? Pagge 33

What security best practices do you follow? Pagge 33

What safeguards do you use to protect personal or sensitive information? Pagge 34

How do you protect your systems against newly discovered vulnerabilities  
and threats? Pagge 35

Do you encrypt data in transit on external public networks including the internet? Pagge 35

Is a specific department or group responsible for privacy and security? Pagge 36

Do third-party assessors evaluate your network application security? Pagge 36

Have you ever had a security breach? Pagge 36

Is your infrastructure designed to provide security through the entire  
information processing lifecycle? Pagge 37

Can you describe your approach to GDPR? Pagge 37

What are your data protection commitments? Pagge 38

Can you describe your relationship with data ‘sub-processors’? Pagge 38

How resilient are your operations to natural disasters or local outages? Pagge 39

Describe how you segment your network (i.e. security zones, DMZs, etc) Pagge 39

Do you regularly test disaster recovery plans? Pagge 39

Section two
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Your questions 
answered

Product 

Sometimes it can be hard to pin down exactly  
what products and services various communication 
vendors actually sell. In the case of mobile messaging, 
it’s generally access to a messaging network – through 
APIs or campaign-building software. To get to the 
bottom of a product offering, consider asking  
questions like these.

How do I access your platform?  
Some providers offer an end-to-end platform to 
manage your mobile messaging. Some give you  
access to their systems via APIs. And some offer both.

Push for a description of a provider’s APIs, and whether 
they have SMS, MMS or RCS versions. Do they offer 
several API options to help simplify integration? (Your 
technical staff might prefer to use a REST-based API 
over HTTPS usingg JSON or XML. Alternatively, they 
might prefer SMPP – the native SMS protocol). Check 
whether a prospective provider accommodates both.

Section three

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/sms.htm?utm_medium=cross-promotion&utm_source=rfp-guide
https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/sms.htm?utm_medium=cross-promotion&utm_source=rfp-guide
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Do you have a messaging workflow tool?  
If so, how does it work?
Campaign-building software helps you automate 
messaging interactions – often without the help of IT 
or a single line of code. Features to look for in a tool 
like this include:

• Simple-to-use, intuitive interfaces

•  Pre-built use case templates that guide you  
through message set-up with no coding required

•  Previews that let you see exactly how your 
messages will display to your customers

•  A testing tool to ensure your messages  
perform exactly how you want them to

•  Blacklisting capability to exclude end users  
who have opted out of specific messages

•  User access controls to limit access of  
different users and categories of users

•  Keyword routing using strict or “fuzzy” matching

•  Storing end-user variables and user segmentation

•  Generation and delivery of one-time passcodes  
for two-factor authentication use cases

Section three
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•  Intelligent reaction to SMS responses with 
branching logic

•  Management of subscription lists and consent  
(opt-ins and opt-outs)

•  Multiple real-time system-to-system  
integration options

•  Automated compliance with carrier/industry 
guidelines like HELP/STOP support and 
subscription management

•  Easy interaction with your CRMs and tech stacks

•  Message personalization and templating

•  Natural language processing/bot technology

Can you describe your SMS API?
A provider’s SMS API provides a single integration 
point for you to send messages. Look for API features 
and benefits such as:

• An uptime SLA of 99.9% or better

• Rock-solid security

•  Rule-based, automated sender ID selection 
features that reduce the complexity of sending 
messages to different countries

Section three
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• Language-specific character encoding features

•  Delivery receipts straight after a message is sent 
(with in-depth information on successful and 
unsuccessful attempts)

•  Around-the-clock reporting so you can extract  
data and insights

Can you describe your MMS API?
Multimedia Messaging APIs offer the benefits of 
SMS with the ability to send rich content like images, 
video and audio. Look out for availability, security and 
scalability, and the SMS features described above. 
Also check which territories MMS is available in.

Section three
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Can you describe your RCS API?
Many providers don’t have a Rich Communication 
Services (RCS) offering yet. But make sure one is
at least coming in the very near future because this 
is going be a revolutionary interactive messaging 
channel. Check whether a prospective provider has 
delivered any RCS campaigns yet. Find out about 
their expertise levels and whether any planned RCS 
service will support complex global workflows.

What drives your product roadmap?
The mobile messaging industry is changing quickly. 
This question should provide insights into whether a 
provider is a decent bet for a long-term partnership. 
Roadmaps should be defined by bottom-line 
messaging requirements, such as security, high 
availability, a secure network of geographically 
dispersed data centers, throughput, and global 
carrier reach. But data insights, new channels and 
AI-powered conversations are going to change this 
industry – fast. Check whether your provider is ready 
for this evolution.

To book an informal roadmap chat with an OpenMarket 
product specialist,  click here.

Section three

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/rcs.htm?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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What data insight and reporting capabilities  
do you offer?
To measure and improve customer experiences, 
gathering and analyzing campaign data is important. 
How does a prospective provider help? Can it export 
data to external systems in a variety of formats?  
Can it create custom reports? What type of data 
does it yield beyond overall volume, error rates, 
error reasons, delivery rates? Does it provide data 
visualization and dashboards to help? Can custom 
reports be scheduled to run on a recurring basis?  
Can they be viewed at any time via a portal? 
Importantly, if your business doesn’t have the data 
analytics skills in place, make sure your provider’s 
account teams will be available to assist you with  
all of your reporting needs.

Do you support alphanumeric sender IDs?
Alphanumeric sender IDs allow you to set a business 
customer’s company names or brand as the Sender 
ID (instead of a number alone) when sending 
SMS messages to supported countries. As long 
as the destination carrier allows them, you’ll want 
your provider to support alpha sender IDs in many 
locations. (Side note: alphanumeric originators  
are not supported in the US and Canada.)
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Can you help me register sender IDs?
Registering alphanumeric codes or short codes in 
certain countries is critical for good throughput and 
the best experience for the businesses you work with 
and their end-customers. A provider should help with 
this process.

Do you provide a service that reveals which  
mobile operator is in control of each of our 
customers’ numbers?
It can save you a lot of time and trouble to have access 
to opperator lookupp lists like these. They are particularly 
useful when you want to migrate short codes.

Do you support emojis?
Ask for the list of emojis (AKA unicode) provided.

Do you support concatenated messages?
The character limit for a single SMS message is 
160. However most modern phones allow longer 
messages to be written, segmented during transit,
then put back together at the other end. This is called 
concatenation. Your provider’s APIs and campaign-
building platforms should automatically take care 
of concatenation. This means your customers won’t 
have to wait on multi-part messages, or endure the 
risk of messages being delivered out of sequence.

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/apis/v3http/operator-lookup.htm?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
https://www.openmarket.com/resources/the-future-of-mobile-messaging/?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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Section three

Services and  
account management

Different businesses can require different levels of 
service from a messaging provider’s account teams. 
Experienced A2P messaging practitioners may require 
less hand-holding and be comfortable with being 
directed to the support section of a provider’s website. 
But many businesses require much more. Consider 
asking these questions:

How does your account management team work?
A team might be comprised of an account director  
(AD) to own the overall client relationship, and a 
dedicated account manager (AM) as the primary 
contact. Together, they should orchestrate resources  
in support of your account. Also look out for a dedicated 
implementation manager with the technical knowhow 
to help you get live sooner: Between them, they should:

•  Provide consultation throughout the campaign-
planning and provisioning stages.

•  Offer advice of service-flow optimization – helping 
you deliver the best customer experiences and 
maximum ROI.

•  Enable all tooling and provide training.

https://www.openmarket.com/managed-services/?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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Section three

•  Guide you through any challenges that come  
with building out services.

•  Provide frontline support.

•  Help you define your requirements.

•  File campaigns with each available wireless carrier  
to provision short codes.

•  Respond to carrier requests (ideally with colleagues 
in a carrier relations team) for information. Speed 
your campaign through the carrier process of 
approval, certification, testing, and launching  
into production.
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Do you maintain good carrier relationships  
and how does this benefit me?
Good relationships with carriers are crucial to this 
industry. Without them, the smooth implementation 
and running of messaging campaigns can’t be 
guaranteed. Look for strong relationships with 
carriers in your target markets so you can speed 
implementation of campaigns, circumvent problems 
and have the best chance of reliable delivery.  
In coordination with your AM, a carrier relations  
team should:

•  Help clients enter new markets by understanding 
their business case and working with carriers to  
get the service up and running problem free.

•  Assist in gauging acceptance of new campaign 
concepts by opening an informal dialog with the 
carrier before filing a new or amended program.

•  Work with carriers to resolve any issues or 
objections after campaign submission.

•  Assist in the event a campaign is flagged in a  
carrier audit.

•  Coach you through the process of responding 
to carrier requests for information and remedying 
compliance violations.
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What training do you provide?
Ideally, your provider should deliver training to ensure 
your teams are fully equipped and trained to operate 
and manage messaging services. This training and 
integration support should take place at the start of  
the relationship and then be available as necessary.

Will calls be routed to a dedicated account team  
or will they enter a general pool of calls?
For technical concerns, you’ll want to ensure you have 
direct access to your provider’s account teams by 
phone or email.

How can you help us understand and navigate  
the messaging regulatory environment?
This is important. Your account manager should have 
deep knowledge of carrier guidelines and other industry 
regulations to advise you on how best to proceed. 
When guidelines are unclear, your provider should 
engage the carriers on your behalf to seek clarification 
and guidance for your campaign.

Do you support Mobile Marketing Association  
and carrier guidelines?
Look for a provider that actively supports carrier 
guidelines and industry best-practice groups  
across the world.
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Section three

Technical implementation  
and support

There are many moving parts to mobile messaging 
networks, and many parties involved. Avoiding 
downtime requires huge expertise, resources  
and experience from messaging providers.

What self-service support do you provide?
Extensive support documentation should be  
made available by a provider (usually via its website). 
But beware of providers that point you towards 
documentation in lieu of human support. Even if you 
have extensive expertise in house, you’ll need help 
along the way.

How do you handle global technicalities?
Delivering a simple, empathetic SMS messaging 
experience to end users can be complex! Good 
account managers should work with you to understand 
the global regions your customers need to reach.  
It’s their job to secure either national short codes,  
alpha codes, or long codes to use.

What customer service support is available?
Look for providers focused on day-to-day operational 
technical support. Ensure there’s fast-responding 24/7 
technical support centers – available via phone or 
email – and not outsourced to a third party. A solutions 
consulting team should also be available for scoping, 
designing, customizing, developing and deploying 
technical customizations or integrations.
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Section three

What’s the typical timeline to implement  
your service?
With the right provider, integrations should take days 
or weeks rather than months. Solutions consultants, 
dedicated implementation managers, and support staff 
should ensure a swift, thorough technical integration.

Do you provide a testing environment?
A testing environment allows you to work out any  
issues related to functions such as authentication,  
API transaction syntax, and load testing.

Do you guarantee SLAs for your SMS services?
Look for uptime SLAs of 99.99% or better for services 
within the provider’s control. (Beware of providers that 
guarantee message delivery – this is outside of their 
control.) Gateway architecture should allow updates 
and maintenance to occur iteratively in real time without 
hindering traffic or stability. The provider should have  
a well-established technology stack and practices  
– and a long history of virtually uninterrupted service.
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Section three

What is your SLA for response to technical issues?
Find out providers’ response times for different severity 
levels of issues. For the highest severities, look for 
responses measured in minutes rather than hours.

What is your escalation process for emergencies 
and outages?
Look for a well-defined escalation pprocess and  
severity classification – with a process for bringing  
in departmental experts at the earliest opportunity.

What’s your approach to system monitoring  
and alerting?
Ideally, your provider should monitor its SMS service 
and supporting network 24/7. Operational and 
technical metrics should include: queue depths, node 
availability, latency, success rates, failure rates by reason 
type, actual and anticipated volumes and totals, carrier 
network and application errors, and message-per-
second rates (per customer and per operator). System 
latency should be measured at every inbound and 
outbound interface and checked against the internal 
performance SLA. Delivery receipts should also be 
monitored per carrier to ensure that messages are 
delivered correctly.

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/overview/support.htm?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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Section three

Network

Delivering SMS, RCS and MMS campaigns to 
customers anywhere in the world requires an  
always-available, high-performance network.

Are you a truly global provider?
If you have a global customer base or global ambitions, 
ask for evidence a prospective provider can deliver 
huge volumes of messages in a timely and secure 
manner to virtuallyy everyywhere in the world. Long-term 
relationships with truly global brands is good evidence 
a provider can truly deliver globally.

How do you connect to countries across the world?
Every provider needs to rely on various in-country 
aggregators to deliver messages globally. So look for 
a provider that combines a mix of direct connections 
in important markets and high-quality, one-hop 
connections worldwide.

Can you demonstrate your ability to handle large 
volumes of traffic?
If you handle potentially large traffic volumes for 
customers, you’ll need evidence the provider can 
handle them. For example, have they hosted live major 
television show votes involving millions of viewers? 
Have they supported huge enterprises in peak periods 
of business?

Note: a TPS (transactions per second) rate of many 
thousands is impressive. Also make sure the provider 
can demonstrate an ability to sustain high throughput.

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/globalmaps.htm?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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How many messages do you send a month?  
If a provider’s monthly message volumes are in the 
billions, it’s a good sign they can handle any traffic 
thrown at them.

Do you provide delivery receipts?
Look for real-time delivery receipts which confirm 
that the messages you send have been successfully 
delivered to (and received by) the mobile handset of 
the end-customer. If the messages don’t make it to their 
destination, your delivery receipt should indicate why 
and where it was held up.

Does your service include transmission  
in multiple languages?
If you’re a global operation make sure virtually every 
known language can be catered for in messages.

What does your network architecture look like?
Look for a SaaS network architecture that offers a 
scalable and highly available platform with no single 
points of failure or bottlenecks on capacity growth. 
Choose a highly asynchronous system (in other words 
a set or processes that run independently and safely 
of each other). This should be backed by queues that 
allow bursts of traffic to be smoothed out while still being 
reliably delivered. A network of geo-redundant data 
centers (which can function completely independently 
of the other) should also be part of the solution.
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Section three

Security

Security is a hot topic in mobile messaging today.  
To ensure your business customers’ data and channels 
remain safe in an increasingly hostile environment, 
you need to work with providers with high security 
standards. Consider asking them these questions:

How do you contribute to security in the mobile 
messaging ecosystem?
A cross-ecosystem approach to security is vital.  
Mobile messaging providers can’t solve issues  
of fraud, misuse, or cyber threats on their own.  
Neither can any single stakeholder in the messaging 
ecosystem. So look for a provider that works closely 
with carriers, business customers, and security solution 
providers to maintain the safety of the ecosystem.
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What security frameworks do you adhere to?
Look for attainment of ISO 27001 (2013) – a globally 
recognized standard that certifies security controls  
for the people, processes, and technologies that  
make up a messaging platform are suitably robust. 

What security practices do you follow?
Look for providers who build security into  
their development lifecycle and practices.  
This should include:

•  Secure coding standards 

•  Secure coding training for developers

•  Continuous code analysis and application  
security scans to detect security coding flaws

•  Security standards around system deployment  
and operations

•  Regular third-party testing;

•  Regular rehearsal of procedures to address  
security incidents, including the identification  
of security flaws in production.

Security practices should also extend beyond the 
traditional DevOps lifecycle to include such areas  
as thorough vetting of personnel and procedures  
to maintain high-availability and business continuity.
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What safeguards do you use to protect personal  
or sensitive information?
Look for an effective information security management 
system (ISMS), represented by leadership and key 
stakeholders. They should provide direction on 
measures such as:

•  Access control

•  Awareness and training

•  Audit and accountability

•  Configuration management  
(including minimum security baselines)

•  Data governance

•  Identification and authentication

•  An information security management system

•  Incident response

•  Maintenance

•  Media protection

•  Personnel security

•  Physical and environmental protection
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•  Risk management (system-specific)

•  Security authorization and assessment

•  Security development and acquisition

•  System and communications protection

•  System and information integrity

•  Vulnerability management

How do you protect your systems against newly 
discovered vulnerabilities and threats?
Continued cycles of risk assessment to identify new 
risks are important. Threat models should be used 
for determining vulnerabilities and threat vectors. 
Information security countermeasures – for example, 
firewalls – should be deployed inside and outside 
network perimeters to detect and prevent external 
and internal threats. Any potential threats should also 
be monitored by subscribing to vendor and industry 
security bulletins and alerts.

Do you encrypt data in transit on external public 
networks including the internet?
Data should be encrypypted in transit using common 
industry-accepted encryption ciphers and strengths. 
Customer content stored at rest should also be 
protected by one or more encryption mechanisms.

https://www.openmarket.com/docs/Content/apis/v4http/things-to-know.htm?Highlight=security?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion%23Datasecurity
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Is a specific department or group responsible  
for privacy and security?
Look for an experienced, dedicated global information 
security and privacy department headed by a Chief 
Privacy Officer (CPO) and/or Chief Information 
Security Officer (CISO).

Do third-party security assessors evaluate your 
network application security?
Third-party security audits should be conducted  
by a qualified independent security assessor.  
Feel free to ask for their latest security reports.

Have you ever had a security breach?
This will tell you a lot about security history.
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Is your infrastructure designed to provide security 
through the entire information processing lifecycle?
Infrastructure on which SMS, MMS and RCS are 
run should be built to provide secure deployment of 
services, and secure storage of data with end-user 
privacy safeguards. It should also provide secure 
and private communication with customers. Security 
infrastructure should be built in layers that support  
one another. The physical security of data centers 
support the security protections of hardware and 
software, which support the processes that control 
operational security.

Can you describe your approach to GDPR?
If you’re a data controller that works with external 
partners to support your customers, you’re required  
to use data pprocessors that implement GDPR- 
comppliant technical and orgganizational measures. 
Mobile messaging providers are considered by  
GDPR legislation as data processors. Ensure  
potential providers employ information security  
and privacy experts who maintain defense systems, 
develop security review processes, build security 
infrastructure, and implement security policies. 
Information privacy and regulatory compliance 
experts are important parts of a provider team too.

https://www.gdpreu.org/the-regulation/key-concepts/data-controllers-and-processors/
https://www.gdpreu.org/the-regulation/key-concepts/data-controllers-and-processors/
https://www.openmarket.com/resources/gdpr-factsheet/?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
https://www.openmarket.com/resources/gdpr-factsheet/?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
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What are your data protection commitments?
Any data entered into a provider’s systems should only 
be processed in accordance with an end-customer’s 
instructions. Personal data should be retained for only 
as long as is necessary to fulfill the purpose identified 
in the notice or as required by law. If your company 
has stricter data retention standards – or is subject 
to local regulations that require stricter data retention 
standards – check whether the provider is willing to 
adhere to them. Relevant employees should complete 
confidentiality and privacy training. 

Can you describe your relationship with data  
‘sub-processors’?
Sometimes providers have to route messages  
through one or more intermediaries before the 
message arrives at the carrier. Each of these carriers 
and intermediaries might be considered sub-
processors under the GDPR. Your provider should 
ensure these sub-processors protect customer data 
from leaks and breaches in compliance with GDPR 
and other internationally accepted security standards.
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How resilient are your operations to natural 
disasters or local outages?
Components of a provider’s platform should be  
highly available so your customers are protected  
from data loss. Look for data centers that are 
geographically distributed to minimize the effects  
of regional disruptions such as natural disasters  
and local outages. If hardware, software, or a network 
does fail, services should be automatically shifted  
from one facility to another so operations continue 
without interruption.

Describe how you segment your network  
(i.e. security zones, DMZs, etc).
Networks should be segmented into security  
zones that enforce principles like “least privilege”  
and support a layered security approach. Zones 
should be well understood as to their trust level,  
and network access control should be enforced  
at least at trust boundaries.

Do you regularly test disaster recovery plans?
Disaster recovery plans should be regularly tested. 
Look for comprehensive disaster recovery and 
business continuity programs based on accepted 
standards.
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Good luck!

That’s it. Your guide to choosing a mobile messaging 
solutions provider. We hope it proves useful. If you 
have any more questions or you’d like some specific 
advice, please gget in touch. Or if you’d like to compare 
costs then click here to reqquest a qquote.

We’re OpenMarket
We help the biggest brands in the world use mobile messaging  
to connect with people in the moments that count. When they  
need to be helpful and responsive in real time. When customer 
experience isn’t just a buzzword, it’s an obsession.

We’d love to do the same for you.

https://www.openmarket.com/contact/?utm_source=rfp-guide&utm_medium=cross-promotion
mailto:sales-us%40openmarket.com?subject=

